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Scott Anthony is a strategic transformation and disruptive 
innovation expert. Managing Partner of Innosight and author 
of “The Innovator’s Guide to Growth”, “The Little Black Book of 
Innovation”, “The First Mile: A Launch Manual for Getting Great 
Ideas into the Market” published by Harvard Business Press.

1  SCOTT ANTHONY 
(Singapore) 

  Solving the 
Transformation 
Equation

REGISTRATION FROM 8:00AM

MORNING MASTER CLASSES 
9:00 - 11:30 AM (Including morning tea)

2. YAMINI NAIDU 

  Triple your  
influence  
with business  
storytelling

Yamini Naidu is a global thought leader in influence, 
storytelling and leadership.  She is an economist by training, 
a master influencer by profession and works with business 
leaders all over the world helping them quantum leap their 
influence. Yamini is also co-author of “Hooked: How Leaders 
Connect, Engage and Inspire with Storytelling”.

3. JIM GRANT

  In the mood  
for creating

Jim is a leadership coach, consultant and director of Dattner 
Grant. He is an expert on emotions and their place in 
effectiveness and engagement. Jim is also the author of 
“Three Spirits of Leadership” and “Leader as Coach”.

4.  STEVE LENNON  
& JUSTIN JONES 

  Business 
Growth:  
A leadership 
journey

Steve, Consulting Principal with Fujitsu, is a strategy, 
business transformation and culture management  
expert who has been exploring the global corporate  
world for more than 20 years. 

Justin is one of Australia’s leading adventurers (first kayak 
crossing of the Tasman Sea and first unsupported return 
South Pole expedition) and motivational speakers. His 
exploits from a decade of adventure provide insight into  
real life risk mitigation and how best to weather the  
storm when the ‘proverbial’ … hits the fan.
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5.  DR ERNESTO 
SIROLLI   
(USA)

  Applying the 
Trinity of 
Management

Dr Ernesto Sirolli, Local Economic Development 
authority, TED speaker, and author of “Ripples from the 
Zambezi - passion entrepreneurship and the rebirth of local 
economies“ and “How to Start a Business and Ignite your 
Life”. Founder and CEO of the Sirolli Institute, creator of 
Enterprise Facilitation® and Trinity of Management® 
and an inspiration to entrepreneurs, corporations and 
communities worldwide. The Sirolli Institute works with 
Entrepreneurs and Innovators throughout the World 
who want to do something to improve their lot, their 
communities and humankind. 

Ernesto believes that we don’t have the technologies to 
feed, clothe, transport, cure and educate 7 Billion people. 
We have enough for the middle classes of the world but 
not for the rest who live on a dollar a day.

AFTERNOON MASTER CLASSES 
2:15 - 4:45 PM (Including afternoon tea)

 

Matt Barrie is an award winning entrepreneur, technologist 
and lecturer, having won numerous awards including being 
named the inaugural BRW Entrepreneur of the Year in 2011. 
Matt is currently Chief Executive and Chairman at Freelancer.
com.

6. MATT BARRIE

  Opportunity 
Knocks – 
Opportunity is 
everywhere
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7.  TIM DALMAU  
& JILL TIDEMAN

  Disruptive  
innovation: 
How to make 
it happen

Tim Dalmau has worked for the last 38 years as a consultant 
to the public and private sectors. He is one of Australia’s 
foremost management consultants, the author or co-author 
of an extensive selection of books and other publications.  
His practice covers the world, advising leaders of 
corporations and engineering focused companies in the 
resources and manufacturing sectors, working with Boards 
and senior teams, and designing systems for change. 
Jill Tideman has 28 years experience in facilitating 
sustainable change in public and private systems. She has 
worked in the engineering, infrastructure and resource 
sectors, and consulting in sustainability, safety and transport 
policy in Australia, the UK and the USA. She is a highly 
regarded coach, change designer, educator and advisor to 
mid and upper management across the resources sector, 
steel industry, sugar production, engineering, mining, 
education and road transport.
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AFTERNOON MASTER CLASSES 
2:15 - 4:45 PM (Including afternoon tea)

Author of “Assertive Humility”, director and global board 
member of the Resilience Institute and with tertiary 
qualifications in fields as broad as engineering, psychology, 
finance and IT, Stuart Taylor also speaks from experience. 
From a brain cancer diagnosis in 2002 (prognosis: 2 years)  
to a thriving life today, Stuart is an engaging, rigorous and 
inspiring speaker and thinker.

8. STUART TAYLOR

  Enable 
Creativity  
by Building  
Resilience
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9.  DAN MILLMAN    
(USA)

  Sustainable 
Success and 
Mindfulness  
in Business 
and Life 

Author of “The Way of the Way of Peaceful Warrior”, Former 
world champion athlete; Stanford University gymnastics 
coach; martial arts instructor, and Oberlin College professor.
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LATE AFTERNOON MASTER CLASSES 
4:15PM-6:45PM includes afternoon tea

SPECIAL 4 HOUR MASTERCLASS 
4:45PM-8:45PM includes supper

10.  CRAIG MOUNSEY  
(USA)

   Using Design 
Thinking + 
Behaviours to 
create customer 
focused culture

Craig is the CEO of CMD a leading Australian design company; 
designer, businessman, strategist, lecturer and mentor; his 
designs are everywhere, even featured in the National Design 
Museum in London; Lead Coach on New Zealand’s world 
leading design integration program, Better by Design

11.  GABRIELLE DOLAN

   Stories, 
Disruption  
and 
Sustainable 
Growth

Gabrielle Dolan is considered a global thought leader in 
storytelling and business communications and co-author 
of “Hooked: How Leaders Connect, Engage and Inspire with 
Storytelling”.

12.   ROGER LA SALLE

   Opportunity 
Capture - A 
new paradigm 
in business 
innovation

Founder of Matrix Thinking; Professional engineer, a director 
of a number of companies and a successful business 
entrepreneur; Chair of Innovation, The Queens University, 
Belfast.
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13.   TANSEL AL

    Master Your 
Memory

Tansel Ali is an elite international mental sports athlete, 
3-time Australian Memory Champion and best-selling author 
of “The Yellow Elephant: Improve Your Memory and Learn More, 
Faster, Better”.
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EVENING SESSIONS MASTER CLASSES 
7:00 - 9:30 PM (Including supper)

14. NICOLE VELIK

   Creativity is 
Everyone’s 
Business - 
Techniques to 
generate game 
changing ideas

Nicole Velik is a creativity and innovation facilitator, trainer 
and consultant. She is the founder of an innovation company, 
The Ideas Bodega. Creativity is what gives people and 
organisations a competitive advantage in today’s world.  
Now more than ever people need to strengthen their 
creativity in order to innovate and solve challenges big and 
small. The number one problem is that many people don’t 
think they are creative. The truth is we are all creative and 
can’t afford not to be.

15. CHARLES KOVESS 

   Barriers 
to your 
organisation’s 
growth? How 
to smash them 
down!

Australasia’s Passion Provocateur©, Author: “Passionate 
People Produce”, “Passionate Performance” and Co-Author 
“The 7 Heavenly Virtues of Leadership”
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